
A NOTE ON AN ABELIAN COVERING SURFACE, IΓ }

BY HISAO MIZUMOTO

§ 1. Preliminaries.

1. We begin with a summary on the general properties of an abelian covering
surface which was treated in the previous paper [3]. We should refer the details
to [3].

First let R be a closed Riemann surface of genus q. Then there exists a
system of 2q cycles aly ..., a2q on R which is called a canonical homology basis of
R (cf. 3 of [3]).

Next let R be an open Riemann surface. Then there exists a system of cycles
alf a2, ... on R which is called a canonical homology basis of R modulo the ideal
boundary 3 of R (cf. 3 of [3]) and further there exists a system of cycles βJr..Jn,
j n > 1 being a basis for φβ, which is called a canonical homology basis of dividing
cycles, where ξ>β is the group formed by the homology classes of dividing singular
cycles on R (cf. 4 of [3]). A strong homology basis of the open Riemann surface
R is formed by the combined system of the cycles a3 (j=l, 2, ...) and the cycles
βjr-JnJ^yl (cf. the lemma 3 of [3]).

Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface and R be an abelian covering surface
of R with its covering transformation group ®. It is one of the most important
properties of the abelian covering surface R that a (strong) homology basis of R
forms a system of generators of the group ©. Thus a3 (/=1, 2, ...) or βjr..Jn,jn>l,
can be taken as elements of the group (S and the whole of them forms a system
of generators of © (cf. 6 of [3]).2)

2. Let R be a Riemann surface admitting a group © of one-to-one conformal
transformations onto itself which is free abelian, finitely generated and properly
discontinuous.^ Here we assume that no transformation of (S other than the
identity has a fixed point. Let R be a Riemann surface constructed from R by
identifying equivalent points modulo (S, denoted by R=R (mod (&). Then, R is an
abelian covering surface of R with its covering transformation group ©.

Received February 27, 1964.
1) Some results (the theorems 1, 2 and 3, etc.) in the present paper have already been

stated by the author in the Shύgakuin Symposium (cf. [2]).
2) {«i} and {βjv~jn', iw>l} may be a finite set and vacuous, respectively, for the

case of R of finite genus.
3) For any abelian group ©, let % be the torsion group of @, then the quotient group

®/X is a free abelian group without torsion. Thus, in the present problem there is an
essential interest only for the case where © is free abelian.
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We distinguish several cases by the number of elements of basis of © in the
following.

I. The case where (S is generated by a basis consisting of only one element T.
In the case L, two subcases can be distinguished.
(H) The case where T~m(p) and Tm(p) (peR; m = l, 2, ...) tend to distinct ideal

boundary components γ1 and γ2 of R, respectively. Then R will be called the hyper-
bolic type.

(?) The case where both sequences of points T-m(p) and Tm(p) (psR; tn—l, 2, ...)
tend to a common ideal boundary component γ0 of R. Then R will be called the
parabolic type.

II. The case where (S is generated by a basis consisting of two elements 7Ί, T2.
III. The case where (S is generated by a basis consisting of three or more

elements Tu ..., TV (iV^3).

In the cases II. and III. the point sequences {7y-m(j>)}£el, {Tjm(p)}%=ι(pGR;j=l,
2 for the case II.; j=l, ..., N for the case III.) always tend to a common ideal
boundary component γ0 of R (cf. the lemma 6 of [3]).

In the previous paper [3] we concerned ourselves with only the case I. (H). In
the following we shall mainly concern ourselves with the other cases I. (P), II. and
III., which was announced in [3],

3. Let R be a Riemann surface admitting the transformation group (S satisfying
the conditions in 2. In the present paper we shall call a set F consisting of a
finite number of closed domains on R a fundamental region of the covering trans-
formation group (S if it satisfies the conditions:

(i) For any point pζR there exists a point p*eF equivalent with p modulo
(S, i.e. for any pζR there exists a transformation χ€© such that p*=χ(p)€F;

(ii) Two distinct points p, p* equivalent each other modulo @ do not simultaneously
belong to (F)°;4) i.e. χ(ρ)^ρ* for any $, ^*€(F)° (p±?p*) and for any χ€@. Then,
R=R (mod ®) is constructed from a fundamental region F of (S by identifying points
of dF equivalent modulo ©, where the conformal metric induced from F is taken
as one of R. R is uniquely determined by R and ® (cf. 6 of [3]).

§2. Function-theoritic properties of abelian covering surfaces with finite
spherical area.

4. Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface and / be a meromorphic function
on R. We introduce the quantity

Ί 2 ) 2

4) The interior of a set E is denoted by (E)°,
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where ζ=ξ-\-iη is a local uniformizing parameter at a point on R. It expresses the
spherical area of the covering surface over the Riemann sphere S which is formed
by the image of R under /. We denote by OMD the class of Riemann surfaces
R which do not admit any non-constant meromorphic function / with /(/)<oo
(cf. [3]). We say briefly that R has finite spherical area if R$OMD.

By the valence D/ of / we mean the function on the ^-sphere 5 defined by

*/(!*>)= Σ μ(P;f), WQS,

where μ(p; f) is the multiplicity of / at p. Let SS(/?) be the class of non-constant
meromorphic functions of bounded valence on R. We denote by Ov the class of
Riemann surfaces R with ?β(R)=φ.

It is known that if RQOG, OG being the class of Riemann surfaces not admitting
Green's function, two alternative cases can occur; namely

(i) ϋf(w)=const<oo except for a set of w of capacity zero, and
(ii) Όf(w) = 00 except for a set of w of capacity zero.

Thus we can immediately see that, if RGOG, either R belongs to Ov and OMD
simultaneously or not.

In the present chapter we shall state function-theoritic properties of abelian
covering surfaces of the types I. (P) and II. of 2, which have finite spherical area
and belong to the class OG-

5. In the present section we assume that R is a Riemann surface of the class
OG which admits a conformal transformation group ©={T} of the type I. (P) of 2.
Then we have the following theorem similar to the theorem 2 of [3].

THEOREM 1. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG which admits a
conformal transformation group ©={Γ} of the type I. (?) of 2. If R has finite
spherical area there exists a function /0€9S(i?) uniquely determined except additive
constants which satisfies the conditions

fo°Άp)=Mp)+l for any
and

f=g°fo for each /€$(#),

where g is a rational function.

The proof of the present theorem may be performed by the method similar to
the theorem 2 of [3]. We omit it.

The function f0 has minimal local degree d0 at the ideal boundary component
7*0 of R which is a common limit of both sequences of points {T~m(p)}^-ι and
{Tm(p)}%=ι (p€R) (cf. 2). Then, maxwt)/o(w;)==do and thus f0 takes all values on S
for do-times except for a set of w of capacity zero. Thus we can find a real number
/ such that, except for w=oo, any point on $tw=l is neither an exceptional point
of /o nor the image of a multiple point of /0 . Then the curves C on R defined by
9l/o=/ consist of do simple analytic curves Cx, ..., Cdo both ends of each of which
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tend to the ideal boundary component γ0 and each of which is univalently mapped
on $tw=l by f0. By the theorem 1 the closed set Fo, which is not necessarily
connected, of R denned by {p\l^$tfo(p)^l+l} gives a fundamental region of the
group (§>. Then R=R (mod ®) is constructed from Fo by identifying the equivalent
points of Cj with T(Cj) for each7= 1, ..., d0. Thus R must be conformally equivalent
to a covering surface i?* o n 5 w hich is do-sheeted except for a set of weS of capacity
zero and which is mapped onto itself by the transformation w\w+l.

It is immediately seen from the theorem 1 that the differential fo'(p)dζ is in-
variant under the group ®, where ζ(ρ) is a locally uniformizing parameter at pςR.
Hence, we may regard it as an abelian differential of the first kind on the Riemann
surface 2?=β(mod®).

6. In the present section we assume that R is a Riemann surface of the class
OG which admits a conformal transformation group ®={Tly T2} of the type II. of
2. Then we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG which admits a
conformal transformation group ©={7Ί, T2} of the type II. of 2. // R has finite
spherical area there exists a function /0 €$$(/?) uniquely determined except additive
constants which satisfies the conditions

fo Tύfi^Mfi+l, fo°T2(p)=Mp)+λ for any p<=R,

and

f=Q°fo for each f&&φ),

tυhere λ is a non-real constant uniquely determined by R and (S, and g is a rational
function.

Proof. Let ©y (/=1, 2) be the covering transformation groups of R generated
by the elements T3 of the basis of the group ©, respectively. By the lemma 6 of
[3], the groups ®j O'=l, 2) are of the type I. (P) of 2. Then, by the theorem 1,
there exist the functions f0 and /0* of 9$(/?) uniquely determined except additive
constants which satisfy the conditions

(1) /

(2) fo*°T2(p)=fo*(p)+l for any

and

/ = 0 % /=0*°/o* for each

where g and g* are rational functions. In particular there exist the rational
functions g0 and gr0* such that
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Then we see that g^g^*-1 is a one-to-one map of the ^-plane S onto itself with
at least a fixed point w=oo and thus it has the form

+c,

λ, c being finite constants (ΛAFO). Thus we have

and by (2) we have

λ

or

(3) fo°T2(p)=Mp)+Λ for any psR.

Now we show that λ cannot be real. First if λ were a rational number:

λ——— (mi, m2. integers),

then by (1) and (3) we would have

(4) faTλ-
m^T2

m\p)=f,{p) for any peR.

If we put χ=T1-
mi°T2

m2 for the simplicity then (4) has the form

(5) f*°χ(P)=Mp) for any £e&

Further, by (5) we have that

fo°χKP)=fo(P) for any integer j .

Thus there exists an integer m (l^m^d0; do=maxwbfo(w)) such that

(6) Xm(P)=P,

where the integer m depends on the point pGR. If there holds (6) for an integer
m, then we have that

(7) χvm(P)=P for any integer v.

In fact, if there holds χvm(p)=p, then we have

and

χ-vm(P)=χ-vm(rm(P))=KP)=P,
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where / is the identity map of R onto itself. By (6) and (7) we have that

χd0Kp)=I(P) for any peR

or

1 — 1 2

which shows that Tλ and T2 are linearly dependent to each other. This fact con-
tradicts that 7Ί and T2 form a basis of ($.

Next, if λ were an irrational number, then by (1) and (3) we would have

fo°T1

mioT2

m>(p)=Mp)+nii+ni2* for any

Now, for any small positive number ε, we can take the integers mu m* such that

^ - for any

Then we have

0<fo°T1

dolmioT2

dolmKp)-fo(P)=dol(m1+tn2t)<e for any

and thus we can verify by the method similar to the previous case that, for an
arbitrary point poζR, the point T1

dolmi°T2

dolm'2(po) belongs to the neighborhood of p0

which is the component of {p\\f(p)—f(po)\<z} containing p0. This fact contradicts
that © is properly discontinuous (cf. 2).

The uniqueness of f0 and λ is obvious.

7. If we remove the assumption that R has finite spherical area, we can show,
for an arbitrary real number λ, an example of the Riemann surface R which admits
a conformal transformation group ®={Tlf T2) of the type II. of 2 and which admits
a function /0 satisfying the condition

(8) /o Γi(#=/o(£)+l, fo°T2(p)=fo(p)+λ for any

First, let λ be a real number not being an integer. Let

0^32^1} ( , k=0, ±1, ...),
and

Pk={\z\ <oo}- !uJ,,*-JΓ/,,*+i (^=0, +1, ...)•

We connect crosswise Fk with F Λ f l along all the slits lJfk-n O'=0, +1, ...) with the
common projection on the z-plane for each k (k=0, ±1, ...). Let R be the Riemann
surface constructed from Pk (k=0, ±1, ...) by this process, which covers the z-plane
infinitely often, and let f0 be the projection map of R onto the 2-planc. Then there
exists the conformal transformation Ti of R onto itself which transforms an
arbitrary point p on Fk (k=0, ±1, ...) to the point p* on the same Fk such that
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and also there exists the conformal transformation Γ2 of R onto itself which trans-
forms an arbitrary point p on Fk (k=0, +1, ...) to the point p* on Fkn such that

Then the conformal transformation group ©={7Ί, JΓ2} generated by 7Ί and T2 is
of the type II. of 2, and /0 satisfies the condition (8).

Next, let λ=m be an integer. We construct the Riemann surface R for Λ=l/2
by the above procedure, and we take 7Ί, 7Ί~1°T2

2 for the case m=0 and 7Ί, T 2

2 m

for the case m^O in place of Tlf T2, as the basis of the conformal transformation
group © of R. Then (8) is satisfied.

It follows by the lemma 5 given later that the Riemann surface R has infinite
spherical area.

8. In the theorem 2 the function f0 has minimal local degree d0 at the ideal
boundary component γ0 which is the common limit of the four point sequences
{Γrm(£)}£=1, {Tiw(£)}£=i, {7V™(£)}~=1 and {Γ2

m(/?)}£βl for a point pεR (cf. the lemma
6 of [3]). Then, m3XwΌfQ(w)=d0 and thus /0 takes all values on the w-plane S1 for
do-times except for a set of w of capacity zero and never takes 0 and oo. Thus
we can find real constants h and l2 such that, except for w=oo, any point on 3M>=/I
and ^{ervaw) = h (α=arg λ) is neither an exceptional point of /0 nor the image of a
multiple point of f0. Then, by the theorem 2 the closed set Fo, which is not
necessarily connected (e.g. cf. the proof of the lemma 11), of R defined by
{j?|/i^3/o(ί>)^/i + l3Λ|, /2^3(e- l β/o(ί))^/2+|sinα|} gives a fundamental region of
the group (§> and the relatively compact boundary C= dF0 consists of a finite number
of simple closed analytic curves Clf ..., C (rc^kd0). Then RΞΞR (mod (S) is constructed
from Fo by identifying the points of C equivalent modulo ©. Thus R must be
conformally equivalent with a J0-sheeted covering surface R* on the zf-plane 5 which
is Jo-sheeted except for a set of WQS of capacity zero and which is mapped onto
itself by the transformations w\w-\-l and w\w-\-λ.

9. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG which admits a conformal
transformation group ®={Tlt T2) of the type II. of 2, and let RΞΞR (mod ©).
Then a strong homology basis of R forms a system of generators of the group
($ (cf. 1).5) Further we assume that R has finite spherical area. Then by the
lemmas 5 and 6 given later, no dividing cycle on R can be a non-trivial generator
of © and only a finite number of elements of a canonical homology basis of R
modulo the ideal boundary 3 can be non-trivial generators of (S.6) Let au a2, ... be
an arbitrary canonical homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary 3 defined in

5) Tti the following, the argument will be done only for the case where R is of

infinite genus because for the other cases it is done similarly and more easily

6) By a non-trivial generator of (3 we mean an element of (3 which is not the identity

transformation.
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3 of [3]. Then, a system of a finite number of au a2, ... forms a system of
generators of (S and thus we may assume that there exists a number it such that

oc2j-i^I or a2J^I for each j=l, ..., K,
and

ccj=I for all j^2κ+l,

if necessary, by a suitable change of the subindices of aJf where / is the identical
transformation of R onto itself. Then, alf a2, ... have the expressions

(9) α ^ Γ ^ o ^ ; (;=1,2,...),

for Tlt T2 are the basis of (S, where m b j—m2, j=0 for j^2fc+l. On the other hand,
we have the expressions

(10) Γ^fία/w, T2=Π«Λ
. 7 = 1 .7 = 1

for «!, ..., α2ff are a system of generators of ©. On substituting (9) in (10), we have
the relation

1
(11)

• " • o

Conversely, if the system of integers mitJ, m2}J (j=l, ..., 2κ) satisfies the condition
(11) for a system of integers nlfJ, n2fJ ( i = l , ..., 2/c), then we see immediately that
aj—T^'JoT^'J (.7=1, ..., 2κ) forms a system of generators of ©. Thus we can
obtain

L E M M A 1. a3 = T1

mi'JoT2

m*'3 O' = l, ..., 2/c) form a system of generators of ($ if
and only if the system of integers mU3, m2,3 (.7 = 1, ..., 2κ) satisfies the condition (11)
for a system of integers ni,3, n2f3 (.7 = 1, ..., 2tc).

10. We shall continue from the previous section. Let ζ=ζ(p) be a local
uniformizing parameter at pζR. If R has finite spherical area, by the theorem 2
the differential fo'dζ is invariant under the group ® and thus we may regard it
as an abelian differential of the first kind on the Riemann surface R=R (mod (S).
We can easily verify that it has a finite Dirichlet integral over R.

It is known (see the theorem 2 of [9]) that there exists a system of analytic
abelian differentials dw3- of the first kind with finite Dirichlet integrals on R such
that

f
J «2Ar—1

where δJfk is the Kronecker symbol. We shall put
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dwj=τJ>k (j, k=l, 2, ...).
J «2/fc

Then, we have

(12) Udζ^tcjdw,,

where

(13) cj=\ f/dζ ( ; = ! , . . . , * ) .=[ fo'
J «2;- l

In the case of R of finite genus, (12) can be verified by the well known method.
In the case of R of infinite genus, it can be verified by the use of the following
lemma by Virtanen (cf. the lemma 2 of [9]).

LEMMA 2. Let alf a2, ... be an arbitrary canonical homology basis of
modulo the ideal boundary S, and let w=u-\-iv and w* = u*+iv* be two abelian
integrals of the first kind. If u or v* has only a finite number of non-zero ctj-
periods, then there holds the relation

du\ dv*-\ dv*[ du\
J \Ja2j

where DR(w, w*) is the Dirichlet integral of w and w* over R.

We put
K

dwΞΞfo'dζ=du-\-idv, dw*= J] CjdWj=du*-{-idυ*,

where du, dv, du* and dv* are real differentials. Then by the lemma 2 and (13), we
have

Σ\

for

(du-du*)\ (dv-dv*)-[ (dv-dv*)[ (du-du*)\=0,
J (X2j J CC2J—1 J &ΊJ I

{ du=[ <fo=
J aj J aj

Hence we have dw=dw* and (12).
On calculating the periodicity moduli of (12) along each a3 (j=l, 2, ...), we have

(14)

r

fo'dζ=Σ
J<*2k-1 J = l

\ (*=1,2, ...).

Cic (fi = l, ..., K),

0 (k = K+lf . ..);

3=1
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On the other hand, by the theorem 2 and (9), we have

(15) f / / d ζ J Muk

J β * ( 0 (A=2ic+1, ...)•

By (14) and (15), we have the following system of equations

1
= l, ..., ιc),

5i( c=0 (*=*+l, ...),

and thus we have a system of algebraic equations:

(17) 3=1

(mi,2fc=m2,2A;=0 for ^>ΛΓ).

Here it is understood that numerator and denominator vanish whenever one does.

11. LEMMA 3, Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG which admits a
conformal transformation group ®={TΊ, T2} of the type II. of 2. If R has finite
spherical area, there holds the equation

(18)
, 23-1 Wl2,23-1

where d0 is the maximum valence of the function fQ of the theorem 2; ύ?o=maxwD/o(w;).

Proof Let Fo be the fundamental region of (S defined in 8. The area of the
image of Fo under f0 and that of the parallelogram

are equal to DFo(fo) and |3tf|, respectively. Then it is immediately seen that

(19)

Since we can regard the differential df0 as the abelian differential of the first kind
on R7 then we have
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(20) DFQ(fo) = Dκ(fo).

On the other hand, by (12) and (16) we have

(21) d/o= Σ (mit2j-i+m2,2j-iλ)dwj.

3=1

If we put

dfo=du+idv; du, dυ being real differentials,

then by the lemma 2 there holds the relation

(22) Ds(fQ)=H[ du[ dυ-\ dυ\ du).
J = l\Ja2j-l J a-ij J «2j-l J«2/ I

Since by (16)

K r
dfo= Σ (^1)^-1+^2./-^) dwj = fnί,2k-

«2k—l ? = 1 J«2A-1

\ 4/θ= Σ ( m i ' 2j~l + m2, 2j-l
J«2λ; J = l

(23)

then we have

f C o

f f
\ au== nti) 2k i ^2> 2/tJi Λ, \ av =—fn2} 2kr\S^

On substituting (23) in (22), we obtain

7 = 1

(19), (20) and (24) imply (18).

By the lemma 3, we obtain immediately

COROLLARY 1. The maximum valence d0 of the function f0 of the theorem 2 is
uniquely determined by the structure of the system of generators ah ..., a2r, as elements
of the covering transformation group %.

REMARK. The relation (23)
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K

(25)

of the previous paper [3] for the case of the type I. (H) of 2, can also be verified
by the method similar to the lemma 3 though it has been done by another method
in [3]. The maximum valence do in (25) is not uniquely determined by the structure
of the system of generators au ..., a2R as elements of ®={T}, for the possibility of
the choice of m2*fc_i and rnfk (k=l, ..., tc) remains. In 26 later, we shall concern
ourselves with the problem of finding the Riemann surface R minimizing d0 in the
class of the Riemann surfaces which have a given structure of the system of
generators au ..., a2κ as elements of ©={Γ}.

12. Now we shall proceed to the converse problem of 10. We assume that
there holds (17) for the period matrix (τJ,k)j,]c=U2,... and the system of integers
{mUJ; m2,J}J=I (K^Ϊ) which satisfies the condition (11) for a system of integers
^ujy n2,j (i=l> ..., 2Λ:). Then, when we put

. 7 = 1 3 = 1

(m1,2ic=m2,2k
=:θ for k>/c),

we see immediately that the differential

df= Σ (mu2j

satisfies the period relations

0
(26)

df= Σ (mi» 23
<*2ic 3=i y Q ( & = Λ ; + 1 , . . . ) .

Here the imaginary part of ^ is not reduced to zero, because, if λ were real then
by (26) and the lemma 2 we would have

=t([ du\ dυ-\ dυ\

and thus df=0, where

df=du+idv; du, dυ being real differentials.
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Let R be the abelian covering surface of R with the covering transformation group

of the type II. of 2. Of course, here we assume that no dividing cycle on R is a
non-trivial generator of (S. Let p0 be an arbitrary fixed point on R, C(p) be a path
from po to any point p on R, and C(p) be the projection of C(p) on R. Then the
analytic function

df

is one-valued and regular on R, for the value f(p) of / at fί is independent of the
choice of the path C(p) by (26) and the structure of the system of generators
oil, ..., oc2κ of the group (S. Further, /satisfies the functional relation

(27) /•71

1(0)=/(£)+l, f°T2(p)=f(p)+t for any

for, by (10), (11) and (26)

f°T2(p)-fφ=Σm

Then, if we note that Z)R(/)<OO, by the similar method to the lemma 3 we have

(28) rf=signC3W)Σ " <oo,
3=1 m m

where d is the maximum valence of /. Thus, f&&{R) and R$OMD. Further, by
(27), (28) and the lemma 3, we see that / provides the property of the function f0

of the theorem 2.

13. By the argument throughout 10 and 12, we obtain the following result.

THEOREM 3. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG, OL\, OL2, ... be a
canonical homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary 3, and (τj,k)j,k=i,2,... be
the period matrix corresponding to the canonical homology basis au a2, .... Let Rbe
an abelian covering surface of R which is of the class OG and which admits the
covering transformation group ($={Γi, T2} of the type II. of 2, and let © have a
system of generators au ..., a2κ (/c^l) with

a^TF-ΌTi*-* 0=1,..., 2*).

Further we assume that a^—IΌ=2/s:+l, •••) and no dividing cycle on R is a non-
trivial generator of (S, where I is the identical transformation of R onto itself
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Then, R has finite spherical area if and only if there holds

K K

(17) J=I = jΞλ__l_ ' __...

3=1 3=1

(m1,2k:=m2,2k—0 for k>tc)

for the period matrix (τ3,k)3,k=1,2,... and the system of integers {mh3; m2,j}%ι which
satisfies the condition

fin n21

I mn ••• mlf2€
(11)

\ m21 ••• m2,2.

for a system of integers nUj, n2i3 O"=l, ..., 2ιc).

REMARK. In the theorem 4 of the previous paper [3], we assumed that R is
a Riemann surface of the class O" and alf a2, ... are a canonical homology basis
belonging to the exhaustion E={Rn} satisfying Λ{£#}=0 (cf. [3] for the notations
and words). However we can now verify that there holds the theorem 4 of [3]
under the weaker assumption that R is a Riemann surface of the class OG and
alf a2f ... is a canonical homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary S In fact,
if we note that, by the theorem 1 of [3] and the lemma 14 of [3], the differential
(fo'/fo)dζ of 24 in [3] has only a finite number of non-zero ^-periods, then we can
easily see that the argument of 10 and 12 in the present paper remains valid for
the case.

§ 3. Topological properties of abelian covering surfaces with finite spherical area.

14. In the present chapter we shall investigate topological properties of abelian
covering surfaces. Especially we shall investigate in detail the topological structure
of an abelian covering surface with finite spherical area.

Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface and R be an abelian covering surface
of the type II. of 2. Let au a2, ... be a canonical homology basis of R modulo the
ideal boundary 3, and alt a2, ... have the expression

(29) a^TF'ΌTl*"* (.7 = 1,2, ...)

as elements of the covering transformation group ©={7Ί, T2} of /?.7)

Then we have the following lemma.

7) Here it may arise that either {aj} is vacuous or all the a3 are trivial generators
of ©, Then the lemma 4 is trivial,
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LEMMA 4. From a given canonical homology basis aly a2, ..., we can always
select the canonical homology basis άly ά2, ... of R modulo 3, called regular for R,
which satisfies the conditions:

(i) In the case

(30)

in (29),

(31)

(32)

ε being defined by

2/), , 2.7 = e

(sign 0 = 1);

(ii) In the case

(33)
m2,2j

in (29),

(34) ά2j-1 = T1^J-\ ά2j=T1*»JoT

where mu2j-i, mlt2j and fn2f2J satisfy the conditions

fnU2j

for a system of integers aly2j-u a1}2j, a2y2j-ly a2y2j such that

(36)
a2)2j

= 1.

Conversely, from a given regular canonical homology basis (31) and (34) for R,
we can always select a canonical homology basis au a2, ... of R which satisfies the
condition

8) (w,«) means the non-negative greatest common measure of integers m and n.
For convenience, we take (0, 0) as 0,
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for an arbitrarily given system of integers mi, 2.7-1, m2,2.7-1, mi, 2.7 and m2,2j (.7 = 1, 2, ...)
that satisfies (32) in the case (31) and does (35) for a system of integers aly2j-u #1,2.7,
#2,2.7-1 #^d #2,2.7 with (36) m //*£ £#s# (34).

Proof T h e case ( i ) : If m2,2.7-1 = mi, 2.7=m2,2.7-1=m2,2.7 = 0, we put ά 2 j - i = α 2 j - i ,

ά23—a2j. Then

a2J-i = I, ά2j=L

If Wijz - i ^ O or mljZJ^09 we put

(37) ά 2 j - i = α 2 j - i m i i^/(TOl ^ - 1 TOl ^ ) α2Γ i n i υ " l / O I l l i i i " 1 > l l l l | i i ) .

Then, by (29) and (30), we have

(3g) #2,7-1= T2

( m2>2J~imi'^~m2 ^'mi'2J~l)/(mi sJ~1 mi'iJ)=L

Now there always exists a pair of integers #1,2.7-1 and xli2j such that

(39) #1, 2J-1MH, 2J-1 + X1, 2jMl, 2j = (mU 2,-1, mi, 2i)

For such #1,2.7-1 and Xi,2j, we put

(40) ά2j=a2j-iXl't>-1a2,
Xl'''.

Then, by (29) and (39), we have

By (37), (39) and (40), we have

(42)

We note that if mi,2;-i^=0 or mi,2J*F0, and m2,2.7-i^0 or m2,2J^0y by (30) either

nti,2j-i/M2,2j-i or m1,2j/m2,2j is finite and

mi, 2j-i mu 2J (mlt 2j-ly mlf 2j)
= e — »

m2,2.7-1

where ε= sign(mi, 2^-1^2,2^-1+^1,2^m2,2y) (sign 0=1). Thus, by (30) and (39), we have

2,2J-1 I , v ^2,2J \
OΓ (^1,2;-!, ^1,2;) I

1)2j-i \ m i , 27 /

provided that Wi,2;-i^0 or mi,2j^=0. Thus (41) takes the form

(43) ά ί ^ T i ^ T ^ ^ o T ^ i-1' m 'i).

If mι,2;-i = Wi,2;==0, and m2,2,7-1^0 or m2,2.7^0, we put
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(44)
r a2j-i

where x2,2j-i and x2,2j are a pair of integers determined by the condition

(45) X2, 2j-im2y 2J-1+X2, 2jm2, 2j = (m2i 2J-1, ™2> 2j)

Then we have

and by (44) and (45)

(46)
(X2j — c x 2 j - ι 2>2J 1θί2j

 2 > 2 ? 2>2J 1' 2 ' 2 3 .

The case (ii): In the case, m2,2i7_1 = m2,2i;=0 does not take place. Then we put

„, f fy εim2,2qf(M2,2Ί-l,m2>2j)ri, -ε>m2,2j-l/(πi2,2i-l,m2,2i)

(47) j

where #2,2.7-1 and x2,2J are a pair of integers determined by the condition

(48) x2,2J-1M2,2J-1+X2,2jni2,2j=(m2t 2j-i, m2t 2A

and

εr = sign

Then we have

(49) J a*J~\_

and by (47) and (48)

(50) j "i*-1-"2*'1 ^

If we put

(51)

then (49) takes the form

, 2J-1,

2/ = e 1, 2 / ) , W2, 2; = e 7 (W 2 , 2;-l, m 2 , 2/),
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(52) cc2j-ιf=T^r^ at/^TF'^oT^.

There exists a pair of integers m1}2J and n3 such that

(53) fn1,2j=

and

(54) Q^m

Then, if we put

(55) ά2j~i==θί2j-i\ ά2j = cx2j-1

f~n.ia2/y

then we have

(56) K2j-i=ά2j-i', a2/ = (Ϊ2j-ιniά2j,

and

(57) a23-i = T^^-\ ΓX23 = T^OOT2^J.

It is immediately verified that the combined system of the conditions (51), (53) and
(54) are equivalent with (35).

We must show that the system of the cycles &u ά2, ... constructed by the above
procedure satisfies the conditions (a) or (a'), and (b) or (b') of 3 in [3]. It is obvious
by (42), (46), (50) and (56) that the condition (a) or (a7) is satisfied. Further it is
immediately verified by simple calculations that the condition (b) or (b') for the
intersection number is satisfied.

The converse statement is also obvious by the above procedure of the proof.

15. Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface, R be an abelian covering surface
of R and © be its covering transformation group. Let alf a2, ... be a canonical
homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary 3. Then the cycles au a2, ... can
be regarded as elements of the group (S. Let a2j-lf ά2j be a system of conjugate
cycles obtained by a linear combination of the conjugate cycles a2j-ly a2j for each
j C/=l, 2, ...) such that the system of the cycles άu ά2, ... forms a canonical homology
basis modulo 3. For convenience, we shall define the following terminology. If
we can take from the system of the conjugate cycles a2J-u a2j a system of conjugate
cycles ά2j-u ΰzj with ά2j-i=I, then we shall .call that the system of the conjugate
cycles a2J-u a2J is of the tube type on R, and if we can never take from <χ2j-i, a2j

a system of conjugate cycles ά2J-i, ά2J with ά2j-ι—I (or ά2j—I), then we shall call
that the system of the conjugate cycles a2j-lf a2j is of the card type on R.

By the lemma 4, we can state the result.

COROLLARY 2. Let R be an abelian covering surface of R of which the covering
transformation group © is of the type II. of 2. Then, the system of the conjugate
cycles a2j-u a2J is of the tube type on R if and only if (30) holds, and it is of the
card type on R if and only if (33) holds.
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Further, by the lemma 10 of [3], we obtain the result.

COROLLARY 3. Let R be an abelian covering surface of R of which the covering
transformation group ® is of the type I. (H) of 2. Then, each system of the con-
jugate cycles a2j-u a*j is of the tube type on R.

Next, let R be an abelian covering surface of R of which the covering trans-
formation group (§> is of the type I. (P) of 2. Then for such an R we can obtain
a lemma of the same type as the lemma 10 of [3] and it can be verified by the
argument similar to it. Therefore we have the result.

COROLLARY 4. Let R be an abelian covering surface of R of which the covering
transformation group (S is of the type I. (P) of 2. Then, each system of the conjugate
cycles a2j-i, a23 is of the tube type on R.

16. Throughout 16—25, we shall assume that R is a Riemann surface which
is of the class OG and admits a covering transformation group (&={TU T2} of the
type II. of 2. Let au a2, ... be a canonical homology basis of R=R (mod ©) modulo
3, and β3v.Jn, jn>l be a canonical homology basis of dividing cycles of R (cf. 4 of
[3] for the notation).

LEMMA 5. If R has finite spherical area, then no dividing cycle on R can be
a non-trivial generator of (8.

Proof (i) We would assume that an infinite number of elements of a canoni-
cal homology basis of dividing cycles were non-trivial generators of ©, and let
53— {βu β2) ,..} be the system of such ones.

Let pj be a point on β3 (; = 1, 2, ...) and p3 be the point lying over pj on the
fundamental region Fo of the group ® defined in 8. We can select a subsequence
{pj»)?=i of the point sequence {pj}^ such that both point sequences {pJv}Zi and
{βjv(pjv)}7=ί simultaneously tend to ideal boundary components γ and γf, respectively.
Then we see that the limit point lim^^ fo(pJv) must lie on the parallelogram

h^S(er*<z)^U+\ sinα |} (α= arg /),

where/o is the function in the theorem 2. Since β3 (j=l, 2, ...) are non-trivial
generators of (S, by the theorem 2 we have

\Mβjv(K))-MPj»)\^ min(l, λ).

Thus, by the lemma 12 of [3], we know that limv^oo/oC^^^^Mim^oo/o^) or
γ^γ\ On the other hand, since for any compact- region KcR there exists a
number vQ such that two points pJv and βJv(pJv) can be connected by one βJv of
the curves on R—K lying over β3y for all v^v0) we know that it must be γ=f.
Contradiction,
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(ii) We would assume that only a (non-zero) finite number of elements of a
canonical homology basis of dividing cycles are non-trivial generators of (S, and let
53 be a system of such ones. Let βj\...ρN UN>V) be one of the elements of 55 such that

Ji"JN

(58) iV=max^ for j8,r..,n€».

Then we see that

3i N

P^i" ΪN1 PJ\" Jtfj -U- = 2 ^ Jϊ"JN3N+V

and

For, if βj°ί-j%jNn^I> βjl-j^Nvi m u s t belong to 55 which contradicts (58). Thus

βjo

1-fNi=βjo

1-j°N- a s generators of (§. By the similar procedure, we have that

and then fto.^i, βj[...jQ

Nn, ••• are non-trivial generators. Thus we may apply the

argument of (i) for a system of such ones and deduce a contradiction.

LEMMA 6. // R has finite spherical area, then only a finite number of a3 can
be non-trivial generators of (S.

We can prove the lemma by the argument similar to the proof of the case (i)
of the lemma 5. We omit its proof.

17. By the lemmas 5 and 6, if R has finite spherical area, a suitably chosen
system of a finite number of au a2, ... forms a system of generators of © and thus
we may assume that there exists a number K such that

«2;-i^=/ or a2J^I for each j = l, ..., K,

and

ccj = I for all j^2ιc+l,

if necessary, by a suitable change of indices of a3. Then, au a2, ... have the
expressions

(59) aJ=T1

muJ°T2

m*'J ϋ=l>2,...;m1,j=:m2,j=0 for j^2κ

as the generators of (S, where the system of integers ntifJ, m2}J (j—1, ..., 2/c) must
satisfy the condition (11) for a system of integers nlyJ, n2jJ (/=1, ..., 2/c).

Then, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 7. If R has finite spherical area, then there holds
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^ 0
mU2j m2,23

λ being the constant in the theorem 2, and thus mU3, m2,3 (j=l, 2, ...) satisfies the
condition:

(a) The determinants

m>i, 2j m,2 ) 2j

are all non-negative or all non-positive.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma only for the case 3^>0. Because,
if 3tf <0, we take 7Ί, T2~

λ in place of Tu T2 as the basis of the group (S, respectively,
and take —λ, mλ,3, —m2,3 (.7=1, 2, ...) in place of λ, mi,3, m2,3, respectively, then it
is reduced to the case 3tf>0. Further, by the lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove
that m2,2J>0 if the pair a2j-lf a23 is of the type:

in the case where au a2, ... are the regular canonical homology basis.
Let the two shores of each of the curves a2J-i, a2j (j = l, 2, ...) be denoted by

«2;-if, a2j-r, a23

+, a2f, respectively, in such a manner that oriented curve a2j

intersects a2]-x from a2J-i+ to the other shore a2]-{~ and that a23-x intersects a2j from
a23

+ to a2f. Let F be the surface obtained from R by scissoring along the curves
oc23-i, a2j (.7 = 1, ..., /ή. Then, by 6 of [3] and (59), R is constructed from an infinite
number of replicas of F by a suitable identification process along the curves a2]-i{,
a2j-Γ, a2J

+ and a2j~ (j=l, ..., K) of the replicas, and thus we may regard F as a
fundamental region of (S on R. Further we may regard R as the covering surface
of the w-plane S with the projection map f0 of R onto S.

Now let <χ2j-ι, a2j be of the card type (60). Then, by the theorem 2, we have

fo°a2j-i(p)=Mp) + mi,2j-.i and a2j^i(β)£a2j
+ for any pea2j-,

fooa2j(p)=fo(p)-\-mi,2j-{-m2,2jΛ and a2j(p)ea2j-1

+ for any p£a2j-i~.

Let C3 be the Jordan curve a23-1-a23

+(a23-i+)~1(<x2j-yl on R which has the four
vertices

po, T Λ ' J " " 1 ^ ) , Timι 2J-1+mi'2JoT2

m2'2J(p0) and Timi''2J°T2

m2'2Kpo),

where p0 is the common point of a2j-r, a2J-.^ Let G3 be a doubly-connected
subregion of F contained in a neighborhood of C3, one of the boundary components

9) We must take simple closed curves a2J-v and a2J in the homology classes («2<7-i)
and (a2j), respectively, which always exist.
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of which is C,. Further, let Gj be the connected component containing Gj of the
subset of R consisting of all the regions equivalent with Gj modulo (§. Then, G3

is an infinitely-connected covering surface of genus zero on S and admits the
covering transformation group (§>' the basis of which is

Hence, there exists a region Gj* and a homeomorphic map of G3 onto Gj* which
satisfy the conditions:

( i ) the map is homotopically deformable to the identity map on fixing all
points equivalent with p0 modulo (§';

(ii) Gj* is univalent over the w-plane 5;
(iii) Gj* admits the covering transformation group a' the basis of which is

Here we note^that a2j-1xa2j = l ((b) or (b') of 3 in [3]). Then we know from the
structure of G3 that there should hold that m2,2J>0.

REMARK. We note that the condition (a) of the lemma 7 does not necessarily
hold unless there is the assumption that R has finite spherical area. It is evident
by the following simple example.

Let

β={*i, h; h=z+l, t2=z+i),

l=\z

tΓ
μ,V=-o

We draw the curves άx and ά2 on Flf and α3 and άά on the reverse side of F2,
respectively. Let R be the Riemann surface obtained from Fi and F2 by connecting
along the common shores of each pair of the slits with the common projection on
the 2-plane. Let © be the covering transformation group of R generated by the
basis Ti and T2 which transform an arbitrary point p on F3 (.7=1, 2) to the points
px and p2 on the same Fj such that

/o(&)=*i°/o(£) and Mp2) = t2ofQ(p),

respectively, where f0 is the projection map of R onto the z-plane.10) Let F be a
subregion of R lying over {z\ΰ^ίiz=kl, O^S-s'—l}, and i? be a Riemann surface

10) We should note that the map /0 is not analytic.
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obtained from F by identifying the points of άlf ά2, άs and α4 with those of T2(ά1),

Ti(α2), T2(ά3) and TΊ(ά4) equivalent modulo ©. Then R is an abelian covering

surface of R with the covering transformation group (S of the type II. of 2, and

the images alt a2, a3 and α4 on R of άu ά2, άs and α4, respectively, form a canonical

homology basis of R. We can take the orientations of alt a2, a3 and α4 in such a

way that

This gives an example desired.

The canonical homology basis alf a2, ... of R satisfying the condition (a) of the

lemma 7 shall be called to have the uni-orientation with respect to R or (S.

18. Now we shall classify the abelian covering surfaces R. Let %(q\ mn, ..,

Wi,2«; m2i, ..., m2,2«) (<7^) be the class of the abelian covering surfaces R such that

RΞΞR (mod ©) are open or closed Riemann surfaces of genus q ( l ^ ^ o o ) , and which

satisfy the following conditions:

( i ) No dividing cycle on R is a non-trivial generator of (§>;

(ii) There exists a canonical homology basis a1} a2, ... modulo the ideal boundary

3 of R which has the forms

I aj=Tr^T2^J (y = l, ..., 2/r),

as a system of generators of (S, where it does not occur that mU2j-i = Mu 2j = m2y2j~i

=^m2,2j=0 for any j (j=l, ..., 2κ\ and Wi,;, m2,^ (i = l, ..., 2/c) satisfy the condition

(11) for a system of integers nUJ, n2jJ (j = lf ..., 2ΛΓ);

(iii) The canonical homology basis «i, α2, ... has the uni-orientation with respect

to R, i.e. mUJ, m2yJ satisfy the condition (a) of the lemma 7.

Further we shall divide each class %(q; mn, ..., mU2κ; m2ί, ..., m2,2,) into the

following three families:

(A) The family of %{q\ mn, ..., mi,2*; m2i, ••-, w 2 , 2 t ) such that, for R£%(q; mn,

..., Wi,2(; m2i, ..., M2y2κ), each system of the conjugate cycles a2J-i, a2j (j = l, ..., ιc) is

of the tube type on R;

(B) The family of %(q; mn, ..., mi,2*; m2i, ..., m2,2 A) such that, for Rζ%(q; mn,

..., mi, 2 e; m2i, ..., m 2 , 2 0, each system of the conjugate cycles a2j-u a2j (j = l, ..., Λ;) IS

of the card type on R;

(C) The family of %(q; m n , ..., rni,2κ; m21, ..., m2,2*) such that, for RQll(q; mn,

..., mi,2«; m2i, ..., m 2 ) 2 Λ ), a2j-lf a2J (j = l, ..., c\ l^c</c) are of the card types on R

and cx2J-i, a2j (j = c-\-l, ..., K) are of the tube types on R.lΌ

19. In the present section, we shall concern ourselves with the family (A).

We have the lemma.

11) We should note that each property of (A), (B), (C) does not depend on the choice
of ResX(q; mn, ..., mli2K; m21, ..., m2,2K).
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LEMMA 8. If 5ί(#; mn, ..., mi,2ί; m2U ..., m2i2κ) belongs to the family (A),
Site; win, ..., wi,2«; W21, ..., πi2,2κ)c:OMD.

Proof. If there existed i? such that Re%(q; ynn, ..., mlf2κ; m21, ..., m2,2κ)€(A)
and R$OMD, then by the lemma 3 we would have

(61) = sign(S^) Σ

By the corollary 2, the right hand side of (61) must be zero and thus dϋ=0 which
is evidently impossible.

20. In the present section, we shall concern ourselves with the family (B).
First we have a lemma.

LEMMA 9. If %(q; win, m12', m2i, m22) belongs to the family (B) and 2^Ξ#^OO,

then %{q\ mn, m22; m2

Proof. By the assumption, ® has the system of generators

(62) ! «i- i * ,

and

(63)
n12 n22

0

0

for a system of integers nn, n12, n2ί and n22. If R$OMD, then by the lemma 3,
(62) and (63) we would have

m12

m22

. 1

On the other hand, each system of the branches ά2j-u ά2j with a common point
which are the images on R of the conjugate cycles a2j-u a2j (2^j^q), forms a
system of conjugate cycles on R (cf. 6 of [3]). Then, R has infinite genus and thus
it is evidently impossible that R is univalently mapped onto the w-plane.

Next, we shall show that, except for the case of the lemma 9, there always
exists an abelian covering surface R with finite spherical area in each class %{q) mlu

..., m b 2 t ; m2u •••> m2,2*) of the family (B). In fact, we have the lemmas 10 and 11.

LEMMA 10. There exists an abelian covering surface R with finite spherical
area in each class 51(1; mn, m i2; m21, m22).
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Proof. Each class 31(1; win, m12; m21, WI22) necessarily belongs to the family (B).
Then, by the lemma 4 and the condition (11), it is sufficient to prove the lemma
only for the case

Further we may assume that a1=Tlf a2=T2, otherwise we may take Tu 7V1 in
place of TΊ, T2 as the basis of (S.

Let R={z\\z\<oo}, ®={Tlf T2; Γ i=2+1, T2=z+i}, ^ = {32=0, O^dlz^l}, ά2

= {312=0,0^3^1} and F0={0^ξft2^1, O ^ S ^ l } . Let R be a Riemann surface
(torus) constructed from Fo by identifying the points of άi and ά2 with those of
T2(άi) and 7Ί(ά2) equivalent modulo ©, and alf a2 be the images on R of άi, α2

respectively. Then we see immediately that a1=Tly a2 = T2 by a suitable selection
of the orientation of al7 a2 and thus R satisfies the condition of the present lemma.

LEMMA 11. If κ^2, then there exists an abelian covering surface R with finite
spherical area in each class %{q\ mlu ..., m1)2κ; rn21, ..., m2,2κ) of the family (B).

Proof. By the lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove the lemma only for the case

(64) j O"=l, -.., «; 0^
\ aj=I ( ;

Further, by the condition (iii) of 18 we may assume that m2,2J>0 O"-=l,
otherwise we may take 7Ί, T2~

ι in place of Tlf T2 as the basis of ($.
Let

(65)
arg 2=tan

let Φj (j — 1, ..., K) be the closed parallelogram surrounded by ά2j-u a2jy ti
mu"-J

ot2mi''K«2j-i) and tί™1'9*-1^) and let Φo= {0^312^1, Q^Sz^l}. Then we can take
a disk

(66) D={z\\z-zo\<r}

such that

(67)

Let

\ Ό C > ) h— 1 cό\z—Zu)=u, — — r — ji{z—Zi))— —— - r\ {J=Δ, ..., tc),
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ί y

(k=l, ..., q—tc, if q<oo; k=l, 2, ..., if q=oo).

Let

ft(0,0)={|ε|<oo}- IT

(i=2, . . . ,Λ-1),

F,(O,o)-{μι<oo}- ^ |Γ_ ί^^ ^ - n^'»ot2«>m>>»(ι^\jiA

Fj(μ, v)=tiP°t2

v(Fj(O, 0)) (.7 = 1, ••-, κ\ μ, V' integers),

where \jklk'=φ if q=κ. We shall agree that

if the system of integers μ, v\ μ', vr satisfies the relation

μ'-μ

0 m^

for some integers nl9 n2. The system of all mutually distinct Fj(μ, v) is given by

We draw the curves ά2j-i, ά2j on Fy(0, 0) (i==l, ..., ιc\ and let Fj(Q, 0) be the subregion
of Fj(0, 0) surrounded by ά2j-u ά2J, t1

mi'2^t2

m2'2K^2J-i) and t1

mi>2J"1(a2j), i.e. JP\(O, 0)

$ be the surface obtained from

by connecting crosswise along each pair of the slits with the common projection
on the 2-plane, where each slit corresponds obviously to one and only one slit.

First we can see as follows that R is connected. It is sufficient to be proved
that a point on Fi(0, 0) can be connected to a point on Fj{μ, v) by a curve on R
for any j (l^j^/c), μ and v, denoted by

A(0, 0)~Fj(μ, P).

It is immediately seen that Fjφ, O)~Fj(jt, v) if and only if Fj(μ\ v')~Fj(μ+μ',
O"=l, ..., tc) for any μr, v', and that
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Fλ(μ, v)~...~Fκ(μ, if) for any μ, v.

Hence, it is sufficient to be verified that

(70) Fi(0,0)~A(l, 0) and F\(Q, 0)~F,(0, 1).

It is immediately seen that if

M l , 2.7-1 1M>UΊ3 \ l ni,2J-l

0 m2,2j

then

and that

where Wi,j (y=l, ..., 2Λ;) are the system of integers satisfying the condition (11).
Then we have that

Fi(μ0, Vo)~Fκ(μκ, vκ).

If we take μo=O, vo=O, then by (11) we see that μκ = l, vκ=0. Thus we obtain the
first relation of (70). The second relation of (70) is also obtained similarly.

Next there exist the conformal transformations TΊ and T2 of R onto itself
which transform an arbitrary point p on Fj(μ, v) for each./ (;=1,. . . , K) to the points
βi on Fj(μ+1, v) and p2 on Fy(^, v+1) such that

fo(βi)=ti°M$) and

respectively, where f0 is the projection map of R onto the z-plane. Thus R admits
the covering transformation group ®={TΊ, T2} generated by TΊ and T2. Let F be
a subregion of R surrounded by άu ά2, T^oT^iάO, Tx

mi\a2), ..., ά2κ-u ά2κ, TΓ1-"
" ^ " " " f e - i ) and Ti™1'2*-1^), and thus Fconsists of the portions Fi(0, 0), ..., F.(0, 0)
connected along the corresponding slits. Let R be a Riemann surface obtained
from F by identifying the points of ά2j-i and ά2j (/=1, ..., ιc) with those of Timi *J
oT2

m'''J(ά2j-i) and T^'^'^ά^) equivalent modulo ©, respectively, and a3 be the images
on R of άj (j=l, ..., 2/c), respectively. Then, i ? Ξ ^ (mod ©), for F is a fundamental
region of the group ($. Further, on selecting suitably the orientation of aίf ..., a2κ

and the remaining basis a2κ^u ... on i?, we see that the condition (64) is satisfied.
Hence, R is the one which satisfies the condition of the present lemma.

21. In 21~24, we shall concern ourselves with the family (C). First we have
a lemma.

L E M M A 12. If %{q\ milf ..., mXy2κ\ rn21, ...,rn2>2κ) belongs to the family (C), ^ = 1
and
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mn m12

m21 m22

then 9I(#; miu ..., mli2κ\ m2i, ..., m2j2κ)cOMΌ, where c is the integer in (C) of 18.

Proof. If there existed R in the class %(q; mn, ..., mi,2ί; ni2i, ..., m2y2κ) of the
lemma such that R$OMD, then by the lemma 3, we would have

(71) = 1.

Now we may assume that the system ah a2, ... is regular for R. Then, by 6 of
[3], any branch ά2j-i of the images on R of a2j-i (j=2, ..., tc) forms a cycle on R,
the surface F obtained from R by scissoring along all branches ά2j-i for each
y (7=2, ..., /c) is connected, and thus there exists a cycle on R conjugate to each
ά2j-i. Hence, the genus of R is infinite, which contradicts (71).

22. In 23 and 24, we shall show that, except for the case of the lemma 12, there
always exists an abelian covering surface R with finite spherical area in each class
2ϊ(#; win, ..., Mi,2*; rn2i, ..., m2,2«) of the family (C). For the purpose we shall pre-
pare a lemma in the present section.

Let β be the transformation group the basis of which is a system of trans-
formations

t1(z)=z+l9 t2(z)=z+i

of the finite -ε-plane Z={\z\<co}. One of the simplest fundamental regions of g is
given by the square

We denote

al={%z=0, 0^3te^l}, άl={3lz=0, O^Sz^

Let ϋί be a bounded set arbitrarily given on Z consisting of a finite number
of continua or isolated points Ki, ..., Kn which satisfies the conditions:

( i ) The complementary set of K is a domain;
(ii) Two distinct points z, zf equivalent each other modulo g do not simul-

taneously belong to K\
(iii) Any lattice point (the point the real part and the imaginary part of which

are integers) does not belong to K.
Then we have the following lemma proved in [4].

LEMMA 13. There exist a fundamental region Φ of a, and a homeomorphic
map h of Φo onto Φ which have the properties:
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(a) The four points 0, 1, 1+i, i are fixed points of h\

(b) hot1(z)=t1°h(z) for any zeά°2,

h°t2(z) = t2°h(z) for any ZQ&\\

(c) K<z(Φ)°.

23.12) LEMMA 14. 7 / ^ 2 , then there exists an abelian covering surface R with
finite spherical area in each class %(q; mn, ..., mi, 2*; m2i, ..., m2,2*) of the family (C),
where c is the integer in (C) of 18.

Proof By the lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove the lemma only for the case

(72)
j=l, .... c; Q^

Further, by the condition (iii) of 18 we may assume that m2,2j>0 (/=1, ..., <r)
Let ά2j-i, ά2i; (y=l, ..., 0 be those defined by (65) for j=l, ..., c in place of

y = l, ..., Λ;, and let l3 (j=2, ..., /c) and U (k=l, ..., ^—K, if <3r<oo; ̂ = 1 , 2, ..., if q—oo)
be those denned by (68) and (69), respectively, for a disk (66) such that Dcz n'J=0(Φj)°
in place of (67).

Let g' be the transformation group the basis of which is a system of trans-
formations

ti(z)=z+mllf t2

/(z)=z-{~m12+ini22

of the finite £-plane Z. Then, the closed paralellogram $</ surrounded by άι ά2, t2'(ά1)
and tι(ά2) is a fundamental region of g'. Then, there exist a fundamental region
Φr of gr and a homeomorphic map hf of ^o7 onto Φf which have the properties:

(a7) The four points 0, mlu m12-him22f m1Ύ-^mX2-\-im22 are fixed points of hf\

(b7) hfot1

f(z) = t1

rohr(z) for any

h'°t2'(z)=t2'°h'(z) for any

(cθ κ'=ί)i^ ΰ
where

12) The signatures in the previous section will be taken for the same meaning as
those in 23 and 24,
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In fact, we define a homeomorphic (affine) map g of Z onto itself by

g(z)=u(x, y)+iv(x, y) (z=x+iy),

(
U \ I 7Yl\\ Mi2 \ I X \

v J \ 0 m22 ) [ y )'

Then, g maps homeomorphically ΦQ onto Φo', satisfies

0(0)=0, 0(1)=mil, 0(1+0=wii+mi2+/m 22,

and further has the property

Let i ί be the homeomorphic image of i f under the inverse map gr1: K=g-λ{Kf).
It is easily seen that the present /£" satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of 22.
Here we should note that the possibility that a number of components of IU// is
infinite does not interrupt the validity of the lemma 13. If we apply the lemma
13 to the present K, then it is immediately verified that Φ'=g(Φ) and h/=goh°g'1

have the properties (a7), (bθ and (c').
Let ά1

/ = h/(ά1), ά2/=h/(ά2). Then, by (a7) and (b7), &\ and α2

7 are the curves
which run from 0 to mu and mi2+/m22, respectively, and ά/, £2

7, t2'(aι) and ^7(α2

7)
form the boundary of the fundamental region Φf of g7. Since any confusion might
not occur we shall denote ά/, α2

7, for the sake of simplicity, by άlt ά2 in the
following.

Let

A } - + J tιnm"+i"m"ot2

m«n»(ι2^ u
m,n2= — °o \

- +u tinmί'^vnm^

Fj(μ, »)=ti"U"(PJφ,ΰ)) 0 = 1 , ..., <; ft v: integers),

where \JM=ψ if i = « . We shall agree that

F, (/, v')=F i(/Λ v) 0 = 1 . •••> 0,

if the system of integers μ, v; μ', v' satisfies the relation
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μ'—μ \ I mlf2j-i mi,23 \l Wi

v'—v / \ 0 m2y2j /\ n2

for some integers nu n2. Then, the system of all mutually distinct Fj(μ, v) is given

by

Fj(μ, v) (μ=0, •••* mi92j-i — l', y=0, ..., m2,2j—l; j=l, ..., c).

We draw the curves #2.7-1, ^ on F/(0, 0) (^=1, ..., 0> respectively, and let Fj(0, 0)
U=h ••-, 0 be the subregion of F/O, 0) surrounded by ά2j-i, ά2j, timit'3°t2ma''K<x2j-i)
and t1

7ϊll'2J~1(ά2j). Then, by (cθ, we have

Further, we have obviously

(;=2, ..., ̂ -1),

where Φ7 ( i=2, ..., c) are the closed parallelograms denned in the lemma 11. Let
R be the surface obtained from

μ, v) 7-1—1; * = 0 , ..., m2y2j—1; ; =

by connecting crosswise along each pair of the slits with the common projection
on the 2-plane, where each slit corresponds obviously to one and only one slit.

First we can see as follows that R is connected. By the reasoning similar to
the lemma 11, it is sufficient to be verified that

(73) A(0,0)~F,(l, 0) and A(0, O ^ - Λ O , 1).

By the reasoning similar to the lemma 11, if

(74)

then

(75)

Further, we note that

A(0, 0 ) —

Then? we have that

mλ2

m22

mi,2ι-i mu2e

0 m2,2ί

ei ve).

m2,2j)

nn

nU2c
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(76) F.(μ,-i, ι>,-i)~Ft{μ3, vj) (j='

provided

/ μ-j—μj-i \ / 0 w i j / j

(77) =[ (./WH, ...,*).

\ y i — ^ - i / \ 0 w 2 Λ I

By (75) and (76)

Fi(μo, Vo)

Further, if we take μo=O, ̂ 0 =0, then, by (74), (77) and the condition (11), we know
that μk=l, y*=0. Thus we obtain the first relation of (73). The second relation of
(73) is also obtained similarly.

Next there exist the conformal transformations TΊ and T2 of R onto itself
which transform an arbitrary point p on F3(μ, v) for each; (j=l, ..., c) to the points
pi on Fj(μ+1, v) and p2 on Pj(μ, v+l) such that

Mpi)=ti°fo(P) and fo(j>2)=t2°Mβ),

respectively, where /0 is the projection map of R onto the z-plane. Thus R admits
the covering transformation group ©={TΊ, T2) generated by the basis 7Ί and T2.
Let F be a bounded subregion of R obtained by scissoring along ά2j-i, ά2j, Timi>2 ?
oT2mt'MK&2j-i), T^uti'l{a2j) O'=l, ..., 0 and along both shores of slits lJf /y* (y=ί+l ,
..., Λ:). Then F consists of the portions Fi(0, 0), ..., Ft(0, 0) connected crosswise
along each pair of the slits l3 (j=2, ..., c) and 4' (&=1, ..., q—K, if q<oo; k=lf 2, ...,
if #=oo) with the common projection on the w-plane, where the slits lJy /y* 0'=^
+ 1 , ..., Λ) remain free from the connecting process. Let Ff be the subregion of F
obtained by removing from F a domain G surrounded by two Jordan curves Ci and
Ct surrounding \JM in (Fi(0, 0))° and (^(0,0))°, respectively, but not surrounding
l2f l3 (j=c, ..., K) and lj* (j=t-\-l, ..., /c). Then, F; is connected and thus we can draw
a simple curve ά2j on CF)° which runs from the mid-point of the upper shore of
lj to the mid-point of the lower shore of lj* for each j (j=c+lf ..., /c) such that
a2j (j=c-\-l, ..., Λ:) mutually have no common points. Further we can draw a Jordan
curve α^-i on (F0° surrounding l3 for each j (j=c+l, ..., K) which intersects ά2j
only once but not ά2k-i and ά2k for k^j. Let R be a Riemann surface obtained
from F by identifying the points of ά2j-i, £2.7 ( i = l , ..., 0 and l3 (j=t-\-l, ..., /c) with
those of T1

mι'^oTzm''*J(azj-i)f T1

mi'2J-1(ά2j) and /y* equivalent modulo ®, respectively,
where l3 (7=^+1, ..., K) are connected crosswise with /y*, respectively. Then R=R
(mod ©), for F is a fundamental region of the group (S. Let a3 be the images on
R of a? (y=l, ••-, 2/0, respectively. Then each pair α2j-i and α2>7 (y=l, ..., ιc) forms
a system of conjugate cycles on R. We can select the remaining elements a2κ+1,
... of the canonical homology basis on the subdomain G of R. Then, on taking a
suitable orientation of alf a2, ..., we see that the condition (72) is satisfied. Hence,
R is the one which satisfies the condition of the present lemma.
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24. LEMMA 15. If c=l and

161

(78)
m2ί m22

then there exists an abelian covering surface R with finite spherical area in each
class 9ϊ(#; mlu ..., mU2κ; m2i, ..., m2,2*) of the family (C), where t is the integer in
(C) of 18.

Proof. By the lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove the lemma only for the case

Λ r_ T . W l » n 7 \ m "

(79)

Further, we may assume that m22yθ. By (78) and the condition (11), we can see
that there exists at least one number k (2^k^κ) such that there does not hold

Ma

0

j«l,2fc

for any system of integers μlf 2k, μz, 2k. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that 7=2, ..., tr (2^'^ΞΛ:) are all the numbers for which

0

does not hold for any system of integers μu 2J, μ^ 2j. Let $' be the transformation
group the basis of which is a system of transformations

ti'(z)=z+fnu,

of the finite 2-plane Z. Then we can easily see that, for any point zsZ, z and
timi''*°t2m*''Kz) 0 = 2 , ..., t') are not mutually equivalent modulo g', but z and hmu^
ot2

m2'*j(z) (j=c'+l, ..., A:) are mutually equivalent modulo Q'.
Let

ni\2

and let l3 (y=2, ..., K) and hr (k=l, ..., q—κy if #<oo; k=l, 2, ..., if #=oo) be those
defined by (68) and (69), respectively, for a disk (66) such that Dc(Φ0^Φι)° in place
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of (67). Further let

0 = 2 , . . .,O

ow+i, ...,*),

/ Λ ' * = Γ i m " o Γ 2 w " ( / * ' ) ( ^ = 1 , -.., ? - * , i f Q<^', k=l, 2 , ..., i f tf=oo).

Then, we can easily see that the set

does not simultaneously contain two distinct points z, zr equivalent each other
modulo $'. Then, by the method similar to 23, we knowτ that there exists a funda-
mental region Φ' of Q' and a homeomorphic map /z' of Φo

; onto Φ' which satisfy
the conditions (a7), (b') of 23, and

(c") JΓ = U ( / , w / / ) w U (h'^h'*)c(<2>0°.
.7 = 2 *

Let ά1

/=h/(ά1), ά2'=h'(ά2). Then, by (ar) and (b'), «/ and ά2 ' are the curves
which run from 0 to mn and m12+irri22, respectively, and α/, α2

/, U(ax

r) and ti'(ά2')
form the boundary of the fundamental region Φ; of cj7. Since any confusion might
not occur we shall denote a/, ά2', for the sake of simplicity, by άu ά2 in the following.

Let

F(0, 0)-{ |2 |<oo}- IT tinimiί+nm"oUn'm"(ϋ(l^lj*)^ U (k'^lk'
Wl,W2 = —oo \j=2 k

F(μ, v)=ts<ot2»(F(0, 0)) (μ,v: integers),

where Όkhr = Φ if q—κ. We shall agree that

if the system of integers μ, v, μ', vr satisfies the relation

μ' — μ

0

for some integers «i, ^2. Then, the system of all mutually distinct F(μ, v) is
given by

F(μ, v) (j"=0, ..., m n —1; J>=0, ..., m22—1).

We draw the curves αi, α2 on F(0, 0), and let F(0, 0) be the subregion of F(0, 0)
surrounded by alf ά2, tχ

mίi°tzm*\cc\) and tιmil(ά2). Then, by (c") we have
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F(o, o)=Φ'-( u (f/^utin'*)).

Let R be the Riemann surface obtained from

F(μ, v) (μ=0, ..., mil—1; v=0, •••, m22—1)

by connecting crosswise along each pair of the slits with the common projection on
the w-plane, where each slit corresponds obviously to one and only one slit. We
can see by the method similar to 23 that R is connected. Further there exist the
conformal transformations TΊ and T2 of R onto itself which transform arbitrary
point p on P(μ, v) to the points pi and p2 on P(μ+1, v) and F(μ, J^+1) such that

Mpi) = ti °/o(£) and Mp2) = fe °/o(£>,

respectively, where /0 is the projection map of R onto the 2-plane. Thus R admits
the covering transformation group (§>={T1} T2} generated by 7Ί and T2. We can
easily see that F(0, 0) is a fundamental region of the group ©.

Let p2 and pj (j=c'+l, ..., K) be mutually distinct points on the upper shore of
l2, and />2* and />/ (j^'-j-l, ...,*) be the points on the lower shore of /2* equivalent
with p2 and />y modulo Q={ti,t2}, respectively.1^ Let α3 be a Jordan curve sur-
rounding / 2

W U;=,, + 1 ij^Ukh' in (F(0, 0))° but not surrounding /, (;=3, ..., t'\ lj*
(j=2, ..., /c) and all /*'*, and let G3 be the Jordan domain surrounded by ά3. Let
C and C* be Jordan curves surrounding \JM and DM* in (JF(O, 0))°, respectively,
but not surrounding l3 and /y* (j=2, ..., Λ:) such that CcG 3 , and let G and G* be
subdomains of F(0, 0) surrounded by C and C*, respectively. Let ά4 be a simple
curve on (F(0, 0))°—G—5* which runs from /?2 to p2* and intersects α3 only once.
Further, let ά2/ be a simple curve on Gs—G which runs from the mid-point of the
upper shore of l3 to pj for each/ (y=* '+l , ..., O and such that άA and α 2/ ( y = / + l ,
..., A:) mutually have no common points, and let ά2j-x (j=c/Jrl, ..., K) be a Jordan
curve on G3~G surrounding /; but not surrounding h for k-^j which intersects ά2/
only once but not <J4, ά2k-i and ^A' for ̂ ^ . Let a23" be a simple curve on (F(0, 0))°
—G3—G* which runs from ^ * to the mid-point of the lower shore of /y* for each
j(j=t'+l, ..., tc) and such that ά2j

// (j=c;jt-l, ..., /c) mutually have no common points,
and let ά2j=ά2/

κ^ά2/
/ ( j W + 1 , ..., A:). Let ά2j ( ;=3, ..., cf) be simple curves on

(F(0, 0))°— G3—G*— UJ=ί'+iά2j// which run from the mid-points of the upper shores
of /; (/=3, ..., /) to the mid-points of the lower shores of //* (/=3, ..., t'\ respectively,
and such that ά23 (j—3, ..., ι') mutually have no common points. Let ά2j-i ( i=3,
..., t') be a Jordan curve on (F(0, 0))°— G3—G*— U^.'+i^/ 7 surrounding /, but not
surrounding /fc for k^j and any /;* which intersects ά2j ( i=3, ..., ι') only once but
not ά2fc-i and α2fc for ^^/.

Let i? be the Riemann surface obtained from F(0, 0) by identifying the points

13) We shall take that {^ »^*}J={/+1is vacuous in the case ι' — κ. The similar note

should be taken in the following.
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of &u a2, 13 (.7=2, ...,fc) and /*' for each k with those of Timi2°Γ2

m22(£i), Timil(α2), //*
and Ik* equivalent modulo ©, respectively, where l3 (j=2, ..., K) and hf are con-
nected crosswise with ίj* and &'*, respectively. Then R=R (mod (S). Let α7 be
the images on R of α., (.7=1, • ••, 2Λ), respectively. Then each pair α2;-i and «2̂

0";=l, ..., Λ:) forms a system of conjugate cycles on i?. We can select the remaining
elements a2κ+1,... of the canonical homology basis on the subdomain of R corres-
ponding to G and G*. Then, on taking a suitable orientation of α2, α2, ..., we see
that the condition (79) is satisfied. Hence, R is the one which satisfies the condition
of the present lemma.

25. On summing up the results of 16~24, we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class Oβ, <χlf a2, ... be a
canonical homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary 3. Let R be an abelian
covering surface of R which is of the class OG and whose covering transformation
group ©={7Ί, T2) ts of the type II. of 2. If R has finite spherical area, then R
and © satisfies the conditions (i)~(vi):

( i ) No dividing cycle on R can be a non-trivial generator of © (LEMMA 5);
(ii) Only a finite number of <χ3 can be non-trivial generators of® (LEMMA 6);
(iii) {ocj} has the uni-orientation with respect to (S (LEMMA 7);
(iv) R does not belong to any class 9ί(#; % ..., Wi,2f; m21, ..., m2,2κ) of the

family (A) (LEMMA 8);

(v) R does not belong to a class %{q\ rnlu m12) m2h m22) (2^q^oo) of the
family (B) (LEMMA 9);

(vi) R does not belong to a class %{q\ win, ..., mi,2«; m21, ..., m2j2κ) of the family
(C) such that ι—\ and

mn m12

m2\ m22

where c is the integer in (C) of 18 (LEMMA 12).
On the other hand, there always exists an abelian covering surface R with

finite spherical area in each class %(q; mn, ..., mi,2t; m21, ..., m2,2*) except for the
classes in (iv), (v) and (vi) (LEMMAS 10, 11, 14, 15).

REMARK 1. It is admitted in the theorem 4 that R is a closed Riemann surface,
where the conditions (i), (ii) are trivial.

REMARK 2. On the class of the abelian covering surfaces of the class OG with
finite spherical area, there is a notable difference on the topological property between
the cases I. (H) and II. of 2. The theorem 4 should be compared with the theorem
3 of [3].

26. Let R be a Riemann surface of the class OG, #i, a2t ... be a canonical
homology basis of R modulo the ideal boundary 3. Throughout the present section,
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we assume that R is an abelian covering surface of R which is of the class OG and
whose covering transformation group (S={Γ} is of the type I. (H) of 2. By the
theorem 1 of [3], no dividing cycle on R can be a non-trivial generator of (S and
only a finite number of au a2, ... are non-trivial generators of ($. Then we may
assume that

ct, = T*J O' = l, ..., 2κ), (ml9 ..., ma,) = l,

CL3=I (J

for a /sr^l, for T is a basis of (§, where m., (.7 = 1, ..., 2/c) are integers being not
m2j-i = m2j=0 for any j O'=l, ..., A:) and (mu ..., m2κ) denotes the greatest common
measure of the integers mu ..., m2κ.

Let {m3}
2j=ι be a system of integers with (mu ..., w2*) = l being not m2j-i = m2J

=0 for any y ( j = l , ..., /c). Let 5ίfe mlt ..., m2*) be the class of the abelian covering
surface R with finite spherical area such that R=R (mod ®) are open or closed
Riemann surface of finite or infinite genus q (fc^q^oo), and such that there exists
a basis au a2, ... on R which has the forms

I aJ = TmJ C/=l, ...,2*),

1 « ,=/ O'=2*+l, ...)

as generators of ®. Then, by the theorem 3 of [3], %{q\ mlf ..., m
In the present section, we shall verify the theorem.

THEOREM 5. Let

(80)

Then

(81)

where m o=m

min

i r i ! ^ , (m 2 j-i,

do =

d

m2j).

mnl max
ί) w

1

Δ

m0

Proof. We have already known that the function attaining c/0 of (80) is given
by the function /0 of the theorem 2 of [3] (cf. 21 of [3]) and further between d0

and mi, ..., m2κ there holds the relation of (23) of [3]:

(82) Σ (^2j-i^2y*—^2/m2.7-i*)==<Λ)
.7 = 1

for a system of integers my* (/=1, ..., 2A:).

Let άi, ά2j ... be the canonical homology basis regular for R constructed from

«i, α2, ... such that
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where fήj=(m2j-h m2j)>0 (cf. the lemma 10 of [3]). By the lemma 10 of [3], it is
sufficient to prove the theorem for such a regular canonical homology basis for R.
Then (82) takes the form

(83) Σm/m^rfo,
.7 = 1

and by the method similar to the lemma 7 it can be shown that

First it is obvious by (83) that the minimum d0 is not smaller than the value
of the right hand side of (81).

Next we shall construct the abelian covering surface R attaining the value of
the right hand side of (81) as d0.

( i ) The case rno = l, q=l:
It is easily constructed.

(ii) The case m o =l, #^2:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that fήi = m0. By the method of the
proof of the lemma 15, we construct the abelian covering surface R2 of the type
II. of 2 which has the covering transformation group ($ with the system of
generators such that

ai^Tx2, a2=T2,

a2j-i=I, a2j=T1oT2^ 0 = 2, ..., κ)>

and which has finite spherical area. Let F be the subregion of R2 lying over the
parallel strip {O^^te^l}, and R be the Riemann surface constructed from F on
identifying points of dF equivalent modulo TV Then it is easily seen that R is
the desired one.

(iii) The case m^2\
We may assume that Mi=mo. By the method of the proof of the lemma 15, we
construct the abelian covering surface R2 with the system of generators:

= 2, ..., K),

Then, by the method similar to (ii), we can construct the desired R from R2
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27. Let R be an abelian covering surface the covering transformation group
(S of which is of the type I. (P) of 2, throughout the present section. By the
theorem 1 of the previous paper [3], we have that R of the type I. of 2 is of the
type I. (P) if and only if either

(i) There exists a dividing cycle on R=R(β) being a non-trivial generator of ©
or

(ii) There exists an infinite number of the elements of a canonical homology
basis modulo 3 being non-trivial generators of ©.
Thus we see that there holds (i) or (ii) for R of the type I. (P) even if R has
finite spherical area, which shows a notable difference from the cases of the types
I. (H) and II. (cf. the lemmas 7 and 8 of [3] and the lemmas 5 and 6). In fact, we
can easily construct examples of R with finite spherical area which have the pro-
perties (i) or (ii). Further, by the theorem 1, the differential fo'(p)dζ can be regarded
as an abelian differential of the first kind on R=R (mod ©) and

which shows again a notable difference from the cases of types I. (H) and II.
where there hold

Zλβ(log/0)<oo and Z

respectively.
By the above reasoning, it seems that it is difficult to obtain the results

similar to the theorems 3 and 4 for the case of the type I. (P).

28. Let R be an abelian covering surface the covering transformation group
© of which is of the type III. of 2, throughout the present section. Then no more
R cannot belong to the class OG even if R=R (mod (§>) is closed (cf. [5]). Let (S/ (.7 = 1,
..., TV; N^3) be the subgroups of ($ generated by the only one element T3 of the
basis of ©, respectively. Then, each &j 0 = 1 , ..., N) is of the type I. (P). Here
we shall assume that

(i) there holds the same conclusion as in the theorem 1 for the present R and
®j (.7 = 1, ..., N) in place of (S of the theorem 1.14)

Then, we know by the method similar to the proof of the theorem 2 that if R has
finite spherical area there exists a function fo€?β(R) which satisfies the conditions

(84) fo°Tj$)=fo$)+λj 0 = 1 , ..., N).

On the other hand, it is obviously impossible that there exists such a function /0

for the case N^3. Thus we have that ReOMϋ. Unfortunitely, we have not yet

known if (i) is true.

CONJECTURE. Let R be an abelian covering surface the covering transformation
group (S of which is of the type III. and such that R = R (mod ®) belongs to the
class OG. Then R would have in finite spherical area.

14) Here we should note that R$0G If RtOrj, (i) would follow from the theorem 1.
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